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are deftly and exquisitely expressed. Their accuracy of taste 

easily redeems them from the banality usually characteristic of 

verse so simple in form and slender in intellectual content and 

emotional intensity. Any modern reader who can overlook the 

fact that he understands this poetry will probably read it with a 

glow of pleasure, and any old-fashioned Gentle Reader?if such 

there be?will be naively delighted with the volume. 

Newman I. White. 

Trinity College, Durham, North Carolina. 

A Social History of the American Negro. Being a History of 

the Negro Problem in the United States. Including a His 

tory and Study of the Republic of Liberia. By Benjamin Braw 

ley. New York : The Macmillan Company. 1921. Pp. xv, 420. 

American Negro Slavery. A Survey of the Supply, Employment 

and Control of Negro Labor as Determined By the Planta 

tion R?gime. By Ulrich Bonnell Phillips, Professor of American His 

tory in the University of Michigan. New York : D. Appleton & Company. 

1918. Pp. xi, 529. 

The Negro in Literature and in Art. By Benjamin Brawley. New 

York: Duffield & Company. 1921. Pp.197. 

Children in the Mist. By George Madden Martin. New York : D. Apple 
ton & Company. 1920. Pp. ix, 286. 

Songs and Tales from the Dark Continent. Recorded from the 

Singing and the Sayings of C. Kamba Simango, Ndau Tribe, 

Portuguese East Africa, and M adikane Cele, Zulu Tribe, Natal, 

Zululand, South Africa. By Natalie Curtis. New York: G. Schir 

mer. 1920. Pp. xxv, 170. 

Ole Marster and Other Verses. By Benjamin Bachelder Valentine. 

Richmond, Virginia: The Valentine Museum. 1921. Pp. v, 117. 

That the race problem has long been upon the minds and con 

sciences of many of the great leaders of American thought and 

life is abundantly evident. From Thomas Jefferson to Abra 

ham Lincoln, and from Lincoln to President Harding, various 

policies have been conceived and tested. Nothing has sufficed 

to 'solve' the problem, either from within or from without the 

Negro 
race. Insurrections, emancipation, legal enfranchisement, 

practical disfranchisement, peonage, differing schemes of educa 

tion, migration, segregation, colonization, violent inhumanities, 
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interracial conferences,?all these plus and minus signs alike have 

failed, even the very last and best of them, to untangle so hard, 
so twisted a knot. Indeed, such finely administered agencies as 

the Interracial Commission and the University Commission on 

Southern Race Questions, recognizing the thousand difficulties? 

physical, psychological and political?are wisely doing what can 

be done towards betterment, not impatiently competing with the 

secret and, let us hope, sagacious future for a settlement that for 

all time shall solve. Perhaps we should ask ourselves whether 

we ever reach true solutions of our international, interracial and 

intersectional difficulties. Postponing the * ideal solution', we 

compromise and accommodate. But the best of compromises 
breeds unexpected results that in their turn require compromis 

ing. As Stevenson has it, we taste our lives in struggle and on 

the condition that we are opposed. But the thing that the true 

servants of society strive for hardest is Bacon's "power to do 

good". Only that will to love, that will to service?and time? 

will ever 'solve' the so-called Negro problem. Whatever curve 

in the road time may reveal as indicating an inclusive, radical 

betterment of prospect, the immediate duty is one of patience, 

magnanimity, education in industry and reliability (Booker Wash 

ington's prescription for his race), and even-handed public and 

private justice. 
The multiplication of books touching many different phases of 

the problem attests not merely increasing popular interest in the 

subject, but also a quickening of the popular conscience. So 

likewise do the organization of new Commissions for study and 

service, the integration of relevant courses in Southern state uni 

versities, the establishment of a Chair of Race Relationship at 

George Peabody College for Teachers, the determined denun 

ciation of the peonage and of the lynching evil, the success of 

the Jeanes Foundation and the Slater Fund, the frequent expo 
sitions of the work done at Hampton and Tuskegee and Fisk, 
and the thoughtful consideration given to symptomatic within 

the-race movements and tendencies (Moton, Du Bois, Garvey). 

Professor Brawley is within the race, and stands high among 

Negro thinkers and writers, having several books to his credit. 
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In the present volume he traces the history of the actual social 

relation of the American Negro as such to the life of the repub 
lic, reviewing his status in the colonies, his connection with the 

Indians, the focussing of the problem, results and reactions fol 

lowing the Abolition movement and emancipation, enfranchise 

ment and reconstruction, the experiences of the Negro in the 

New South and during and after the Great War, with a final 

chapter in which he attempts to answer the question : What is 

the race worth as a constructive factor in American civilization? 

Mr. Brawley also includes an important account of the develop 
ment of Liberia. 

Both Mr. Brawley (whose style, however moderate, does not 

always suggest an impartial spirit) and Dr. Phillips discuss, of 
course (the latter only in a single paragraph), the facilities pro 
vided by the American Colonization Society for emigrations to 

Liberia and elsewhere. Neither, however, discusses coloniza 

tion as a factor in the solution-to-be. It does not enter into Dr. 

Phillips's programme to do so, since his very readable book is a 

scholarly, informational review of the fact of slavery, not in any 
sense a 

plea 
or even a 

protest, save by implication and a toler 

ant hint or two in conclusion. As for Mr. Brawley, it would 
seem that he rejects alike deportation, assimilation and the pres 
ent status, and regards as both desirable and possible (for 

America as well as the Negro) an adequate development of the 

Negro within the nation, and a steady improvement in inter 

racial relations and understanding. One could have wished to 

find a really close examination of both the expediency and the 

method of voluntary colonization, governmentally fostered. It 

is interesting to recall that Lincoln said during his debates 

with Douglas:? 

"Let us be brought to believe it is morally right and at 
the same time favorable to, or at least, not against our inter 

est to transfer the African to his native clime, and we shall 
find a way to do it, however great the task may be."1 

"Lincoln", writes Professor Walter L. Fleming, "never aban 

doned these views." On September 23, 1862, he asked his cabi 

1 
Springfield Speech, June 28, 1857. 
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net to consider the subject seriously, thinking it "essential to 

provide an asylum for a race which we had emancipated, 
but which could never be recognized or admitted to be our 

equals". Despite the failure of his attempts in this direction, 

says Fleming, "he continued to believe that deportation was 

the only permanent solution of the problem". And Jeffer 
son swung from interior colonization towards limited deporta 
tion to Africa. 

Not the least value of Dr. Phillips's sound and scholarly source 

book is the graphic fashion of his narrative. He has a sense of 

proportion and organization that results in a really attractive 

marshalling of remote and obscure details. 

Brief studies of the characters and achievements of outstand 

ing Negroes in America are contained in The Negro in Literature 

and in Art. The emphasis is placed upon Phillis Wheatley, Paul 

Laurence Dunbar, W. E. Burghardt Du Bois, William S. Braith 

waite, Frederick Douglass, Booker Washington, Henry O. Tan 

ner, Meta Warwick F'uller and Charles S. Gilpin. The author 

finds an especial predilection in the Negro genius for the several 

forms of art: sculpture, music, painting, writing, etc. If he over 

praises some of the work in this kind produced within his race, 

it is a natural and even a generous error. The added chapters (for 
this is a revised form of the first edition, which appeared in 1918) 
review progress during the last three years, and examine the 

interesting stage career of Charles S. Gilpin, who has ably 
taken the title r?le in O'Neill's drama, The Emperor fones. 

Children in the Mist is a group of eight short stories by a 

woman who knows well and can reveal both humorously and 

tragically many of the less superficial qualities in the Negro charac 

ter. The spirit of the book is neither superior nor sentimental, 
but thoughtfully interpretative. 

"If the tales claim too little for the Negro, laying no 

emphasis upon those of his race who have forged ahead, 
the answer is that the writer has known him in the Black 
Belt of Mississippi, in Louisiana and Florida, in the rice 

country of Carolina, and has lived side by side with him in 
rural Kentucky." 
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The Flight and The Blue Handkerchief are really notable 

expressions of loyalty and of determination, respectively. An 

Inskip Niggah delicately gives us a pathetic yet accurate pic 
ture of the Old South surviving?hardly?in the New. Pom is 

a study in superstition, and The Sleeping Sickness soberly relates 

some of the inevitable effects upon good blacks of summary sub 

stitutes for justice. Fire From Heaven is a real contribution to 

the discussion of Negro education. 

Mrs. Curtis's admirable book seems designed not only as a 

contribution of original importance to musical literature, but 

also as a means of disengaging something of the individual and 

tribal psychology of the Negro. In her informing and reasonable 

introduction she touches (p. xviii) precisely those Negro qualities 
that Mrs. Martin has made to stand out in her stories, and in her 

patient record-studies of African art, music and character, with 

the capable cooperation of Simango and Cele, both sometime 

Hampton students, she has made all of us her debtors. 

The cheerful, whimsical, homely side of the old-time Southern 

Negro servant, watched and studied for many years by the late 

Benjamin B. Valentine, is presented in dialect verse of varying, 
but in some instances considerable, merit, with a useful preface 

by Mary Newton Stanard. Although intentionally entertain 

ing, the verses are not without value in their indication of the 

causes that have made for misunderstanding and mistrust. 

What are the right remedies for the cleavage made by that 

mistrust, by fear and irritation? They were named with quiet 

eloquence by Dr. James H. Dillard, in closing his Founder's 

Day address at Hampton Institute, January 30, 1921, when he 

wondered what General Armstrong (the founder) would think 

and say about such matters were he now living. "He would 

not take the gloomy view", thought Dr. Dillard, but in spirit 
would say something like this:? 

"Yes, the world has been passing through serious times, 

days of uncertainty, days of distress; but good is going 
to come out of all the trouble. Through pain to gain. We 

mortals will not learn any other way. Some are down 

cast, some disappointed, some resentful, all have felt the 
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strain ; but we know that the way of solution for all social 

problems is through the two great forces of education and 

religion, school and church, more light, more heart. Let 
us double and redouble our efforts for broader knowledge, 
wiser thinking, deeper sympathy, kinder feelings. No mat 
ter what comes, let us trust to the two great commandments, 

God, and goodwill. Let us have faith, faith that God still 

lives, that justice and judgment are still the habitation of 
His throne ; let us have hope, hope that we may be strength 
ened with the courage that we need to stand for the 

right with head erect; and let us have charity, charity for 
all men, high and low, rich and poor, just and unjust, charity 
which never faileth, which, along with trust in God, is the 

beginning and the triumph of wisdom." 
G. II. C. 

Martial the Epigrammatist, and Other Essays. By Kirby Flower 

Smith, Late Professor of Latin in Johns Hopkins University. Balti 

more: The Johns Hopkins Press. 1921. Pp.171. 

This collection of essays, although the product of a ripe schol 

arship, has the higher quality of art. If the object of the classi 

cal student be indeed, as Windelband maintained, the imagina 
tive reconstruction of ancient civilization, the general reader can 

here find himself transported to a glowing past and can make 

the acquaintance of some of its most fascinating characters. 

There are some pressing questions which are wisely omitted, 

especially in the essay on Ovid, but they give?what is more 

important?atmosphere, and this atmosphere will seem to the 

reader strangely modern. The stories of Martial, Ovid and 

Propertius are interesting in themselves, and in telling them the 

author gives us more than one glimpse into the heart of man as 

well as into the boudoir of woman. 

Two points of style have especial interest. First, the ease and 

charm of the introductory paragraphs in each essay, of which as 

good an illustration as any is the way in which the story of Mar 

tial is introduced by a description of the little town of Bilbilis ; 

and, second, the 'commonplaces', which are 
anything but com 

monplace. Any reader feels pleased when an author points out 

something in human nature, preferably in feminine psychology 
if he be a man, and there are certain foibles even of man that do 
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